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A
1
(iii) is hot and stony
2
(iii)
He asks George different questions
3
Mr. Cattanzara treats George like a little boy because he is disappointed in
George. He knows George has lied to him and has not begun reading 100
books. Mr. Cattanzara offers George money to buy a lemon ice and calls him
"Georgie" in order to show him he knows the truth, and hopefully encourage
him to get an education after all.
4
HOTS
Cause and Effect
My Cattanzara wants to encourage George to get an education. He is a
change-maker. Therefore, he spreads a rumor that George is reading the
books so people in the neighborhood will be kind to him and respect him.
Mr. Cattanzara believes that this will help encourage George to actually
begin reading and get an education so he can do more with his life than sit at
home and "wait for a job."
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B
5
(ii) Ann comes to visit the Kellers
6
Jim gave up doing research and returned to working as a doctor.
7
Chris believes that Larry is dead. He wants to marry Ann but cannot without
his parents' blessing. When Mother tries to show Chris that Ann isn’t
married because she is waiting for Larry to return, Chris states that the fact
she isn’t married does not mean she is mourning Larry or that she believes
Larry will come home.
8
George's arrival is critical and affects the direction the play takes. Up until
that point, the entire neighborhood acts as though Joe is not responsible for
the death of the 21 pilots who flew the cracked cylinder heads. When George
appears, he comes with a message. He now believes his father Steve has
been falsely accused of the crime Joe Keller committed and he has come to
set the record straight and take Ann back home.
9
HOTS
Distinguishing Different Perspectives
Joe's comment explains how money is most important to him and family is
sometimes less important. In Joe's perspective, money came too easily for
Chris, and had Chris been forced to work at the young age of ten, he would
have appreciated what his father built for him. In contrast, Chris's
perspective is exactly the opposite. To Chris, he money is worthless if there
is blood on it and he doesn’t want to have anything to do with a successful
business that was built on the back of the family's integrity.
Bridging
The Enemy
The quote explains that an enemy has the power to teach us how to really
care for another. In the story The Enemy, the author shows us how the
enemy brought out the compassion and tolerance of the main characters.
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When Sadao and his wife Hana find a wounded soldier on the
beach near their home,. they are faced with a dilemma whether to help the
soldier or throw him back in the sea. Although the Japanese pair have a
conflict and think it is best to allow the prisoner of war to die, their
compassion takes over and they decide to help him. Sadao operates on Tom
and saves his life while Hana allows the wounded soldier to remain in her
house even though her servants leave the house. The couple's compassion
and tolerance is noteworthy as they put themselves at risk in order to save
another human being - who happens to be their enemy. Thus, there is a
connection between the quote and the story since the quote is reflected in the
story.
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